Cultural Factors and Usability
User Expectations for the Location of E-Commerce Web Objects
Case Study in Portugal∗
Abstract
The growing globalization and the modularity of New Media provides the need and the
opportunity to evaluate the possibility of “capturing” cultural models that allow, from a single
framework of development, for localization and not simply translation. Localization is to adapt
beyond the language, characters, data formats, and others and to shape the system of symbolism
in New Media without having to redesign, guaranteeing good usability. Theoretical studies that
use existing cultural models and empirical studies of User’s mental models were reviewed. A
study was conducted in Portugal, via survey on the web, which indicates that the expectations of
experienced Internet users do not differ from other Europeans and North Americans. Finally is
proposed a research strategy for the equation “Cultural Factors and Usability” in Portugal.
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Introduction
The ISO/CD20282 defines usability as the extent to which a product can be used by specified
users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified
context of use (Schoeffel , 2003)1. To achieve a particular goal, users perform tasks. For
example, in order to print a document from a particular application (goal), there is a set of tasks
that must be performed:
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•

To add a printer to the system;

•

To make sure that the printer is connected;
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•

To select what needs to be printed from the document;

•

To choose the “print” function and configure the print mode (colour, black and white,
draft, among others);

The simple act of printing a document can be a complex and frustrating task for less experienced
users and even for some experienced users in information technology if the process is not
intuitive and does not accommodate the user’s workflow. The user’s workflow depends on
his/her previous experience in printing a document from a computer, if he/she has such
experience. If the process is different within this computer, application or printer, his/her
previous experience will certainly motivate him/her in trying to fix the problem but not without
having an impact on his/her productivity and satisfaction.
If the user has absolutely no experience in document printing, a contextual support is needed:
step-by-step instructions or technical support via the telephone, or both.
The Usability constitutes an emerging field of knowledge, taking into account the exponential
development of New Media (which includes the web, interactive TV, mobiles and PDAs), online
communities that move from website to website, from game to game, from blogue to blogue in
order to enjoy their huge net-created freedom.

Cultural Factors and Usability
The main concern of the study on the impact of cultural factors in usability has been to adapt
products and services of global companies to local markets.
Culture is clearly a variable in the “Design of Information Systems with Good Usability”
equation, but that is only clear in the internationalization design.
As Schneiderman2 says, very little is known about computer users from different cultures, but
the designers are called in on a daily basis to make decisions about other cultures. When it comes
to cultural diversity, the adaptation of keyboards and other input equipment is necessary. There
are several aspects to be taken into account in user interface design:
•

Characters and special characters;

•

Left-to-right vs. right-to-left vs. vertical reading order;

•

Data formats;

•

Numeric and currency formats;

•

Weights and measures;

•

Telephone numbers and addresses;
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•

Names and titles (Mr. Ms., Dr., Eng.);

•

Social security, identification card, and passport numbers;

•

Capitalization and punctuation;

•

Icons, buttons, and colours;

•

Grammar;

•

Etiquette, tone, formality, and metaphors.

And here “culture” means the culture of the target public or user’s culture. There is also the
designers and software engineers’ culture, which is also part of the equation.
In usability, the variables to take in account in the system design are:
•

User characteristics (age; education; knowledge of tasks and level of experience with the
equipment; motor and visual capabilities, memory, among others)

•

User environment (physical)

•

Type of tasks (open/closed)

•

Type of interface (and interaction mechanisms)

According to a User-Centred design approach, user testing must be performed throughout the
development cycle in order to fix the problems at a far lower cost (initial phase of the design).
The evaluation-test participants must be representatives of the target public. For multicultural
design, the tests must be performed with participants that are representatives of each culture.
Testing with users from different cultures is also Nielson’s recommendation3 . He recognizes that
in the context of internationalization the following goals must be met in user interface design:
•

A computer must be capable of displaying the user's native language and have an
adaptable keyboard (characters, currency, etc);

•

The user interface and documentation must be translated into the user's native language;

•

A system must match the user's cultural characteristics; this goes beyond simply avoiding
incomprehensible or offensive icons; it must accommodate the way business is conducted
and the way people communicate in the different countries.

The objectives of the business, themes and trademarks are also variables to be taken into
account, and are the ones most valued by the website client. All this factors increase the
variability of User’s interfaces, but that isn’t necessarily the cause of usability problems.
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Figure 1 – Coca-Cola website for the Portuguese market

Since the whole is more than the sum of its parts, it became common practice to redesign in
order to adapt and localize for different cultures. Take a look at the Coca-Cola trademark
example presenting different websites for different cultures4. To redesign in order to
accommodate a new system of symbolism goes against the current idea in the software
development companies: everything can be automatically manipulated and converted.

Figure 2 - Coca-Cola website for the African market

The shaping of variables such as language, data formats, numbers and characters in information
systems is easy to accomplish, considering that the software itself and programming are modular.
In terms of colours, icons, message tone and metaphors, an automatic translation is not easy for
the following reasons:
•

Software development methods do not normally approach these issues, being object of
study of other scientific communities;
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•

There are very few theoretical and empirical studies on ‘Cultural Factors and Usability’
which allow for the creation of libraries, working as automatic translators of cultural
factors;

•

The web-target studies (for example, supplied by traditional market research companies)
only refer to the access of a particular medium and the frequency of use in homes and do
not indicate who is actually using such medium and what is the average use by each
family member7.

Therefore, there is a great need and opportunity to evaluate the possibility of “capturing” the
cultural models that allow, from a single framework of software development, localization and
not simply translation, the symbols systems to be shaped and not redesigned.

Culture – Which culture?
The definition of culture is problematic in itself. The American Heritage English Dictionary
defines “culture” as - the totality of socially transmitted behaviour patterns, arts, beliefs,
institutions, and all other products of human work and thought. Raymond Williams in his
“Culture is Ordinary” essay of 19585 proposes a concept of culture as something dynamic that is
renewed through new creations and thoughts.
Geertz argues that culture is "public because meaning is"--systems of meaning are necessarily
the collective property of a group. When we say we do not understand the actions of people from
a culture other than our own, we are acknowledging our "lack of familiarity with the imaginative
universe within which their acts are signs".
As Information Technology imposed itself in all social areas, the computer is no more a mere
instrument, but a “means.” In the words of José Bragança de Miranda6 :
“If there is an universal language today, it is called technology, which tends to function as a
generalized transducer and translator of all existence.
….
And that completely changes the way the idea of culture is modernly conceived.”

The culture of online communities
Taking into account that culture itself is dynamic and its definition controversial, to what extent
can one affirm the imperative need for localization? Or, what is the relative importance of the
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colour, icons and metaphors – cultural variables, among others – in usability? And how has it
evolved in different cultures with globalization?
Since the end of the 90s – due to the constantly lowering prices of personal computers and the
increasing use of the Internet (with the creation of the first browser in 1993 - Mosaic) – there has
been an exponential growth in the number of people that, for professional and personal reasons,
communicate, search for and share information, and shop online. Consequently, these online
communities have become the target of researchers of human-computer interaction (HCI),
sociology, anthropology, psychology, communication sciences, and computer sciences fields.
Therefore, currently there is no accepted definition of “online community” (Preece 2000)7, as it
varies according to the perspective of each topic. In 1996, a multidisciplinary group of academics
at a workshop8 (Whittaker, Issacs, & O'Day, 1997, p. 137) identified the following core
characteristics of online communities:
•

Members have a shared goal, interest, need or activity that provides the primary reason
for belonging to the community.

•

Members engage in active participation and there are often intense interactions, strong
emotional ties and shared activities and resources occurring between participants.

•

There are rules and policies for determining access to content and other resources of the
community.

•

Reciprocity (exchanges, support and services) is important.

•

In the community, there is a shared context of social conventions, language and
protocols.

In addition, that group also agreed that in some communities there is a "social" organization
based on members’ roles, initiatives and reputations. There are equally events, rituals and faceto-face meetings in physical spaces that create a sense of belonging to the community. In the
culture of groups and online communities, everything indicates that members’ nationalities,
ethnicities and social classes diminish in importance. Just like the community of interest or the
context, the identity of each online member can “change.” It is through message exchange, game
expertise, comments in the forum or chat that nicknames identity is created, usually in a very
short time period and almost instantly.
Online communities also have rules; however, people have gained a limitless freedom of
expression with the Internet, living a real life or a fantasy. On the Internet people could be
themselves or somebody else.
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On the other hand, what is the impact of New Media’s appropriation in the various
socioeconomic groups?
The “Children, Young People and the Changing Media Environment” project9, coordinated by
Sonia Livingstone, and which studied the use of media at home (classes A-E), by children
between 6 and 17 years of age, is a valuable contribution to the diffusion of new media at home.
Sonia Livingstone drew attention to the fact that the segmentation criteria that are usually used
are no longer appropriate. Children are not only an interesting segment of the market, but also
the first ones to adapt to new media. At home, they influence the access and also contribute to
the possible existence of a “multimedia culture.” Sonia Livingstone’s study opens the possibility
that the 21st century working-class families (C2DE) will have more opportunities to choose
among media (and learn from it) than the ones from the end of the 20th century who gathered
around the TV, the only medium that provided conversation and cohesion in and out of the
home.

The Search for a Methodology
Studies on Cultural Models for Interface Design and Evaluation
The Interface design, the conducted experiences, and the theories created based on existing
cultural models do not necessarily constitute a good approach to the problem. For discussion
purposes only, we can divide the developed works in this area in two separate categories:
•

Theoretical studies that use existing cultural models;

•

Empirical studies of user mental models.

Theoretical studies that use existing cultural models
Based on Geer Hofstede’s cultural model10, Marcus and Gould decided to create rules for
interface localization for national cultures.
Hofstede’s cultural model was created in the 70s from a study conducted for 6 years with 120
IBM employees in 53 countries. Identifying patterns in the way these people acted, felt, and
thought, Hofstede established 5 culture dimensions:
•

Collectivism vs. Individualism

•

Femininity vs. Masculinity

•

Long-term vs. short-term orientation

•

Acceptance of authority level (Power Distance-PD)

•

Uncertainty avoidance
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For each cultural dimension, Marcus and Gould11 identified websites from different countries
that, according to them, reflected Hofstede’s cultural model.
The acceptance of authority level (PD) can influence the following aspects of user interface and
web design:
•

Access to information: at a high PD level corresponds more structured information and at
a low PD level is related to less structured information;

•

Information structures with many hierarchies (high PD);

•

Emphasis on social and ethical order (high PD);

•

Emphasis on authority, knowledge, certifications and logos (high PD);

•

Prominence given to Leaders vs. Citizens, Customers or Employees (high PD);

•

Organization of information based on social roles (high PD).

In order to reinforce their theory, Marcus and Gould state that these different PD indices can be
illustrated by examining two university websites from two countries with very different PD
indices:
•

The Universiti Utara Malaysia (www.uum.edu.my) located in Malaysia, with a PD index
rating of 104, the highest in Hofstede’s analysis (Figure 3)

•

The Ichthus Hogeschool (www.ichthus-rdam.nl) located in Holland with a PD index
rating of 38 (Figure 4).

Figure 3 – Universiti Utara Malaysia homepage in 2001
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Figure 4 – Ichthus Hogeschool homepage in 2000

A brief analysis of the respective websites of the University of Malaysia and Ichthus Hogeschool
in February (Figure 5 and Figure 6) reveals that both changed. We can only say that the Ichthus
Hogeschool user interface is more irreverent in February than that of University of Malaysia,
more geared towards the students. Was it because of merely cultural factors or concerns with
marketing communication? In September 2006, the Homepage of the University of Malaysia has
been changed to a more international-oriented version (Figure 7)
The validity of Marcus and Gould's exposure is questionable. No study was conducted with the
users of several countries, and in particular, with the main target-public of those websites. There
is no information about the design process of the respective websites: did it involve end users?
Do they reflect the client's (University) or the development company’s culture?
Another criticism that can be made about this study is that it is based on the principle that a
nation's culture is homogenous and that it never changes. Brendan McSweeney12 of University of
Essex, whose main criticism of Hostede’s model is the “belief” in the existence of a national
culture, questions: “Do nations have one culture?” The IBM employees do not represent the
culture of each country, or at least that was not demonstrated. The population of a nation can be
categorized according to several criteria, but Hofstede states that aside from those categories and
divisions, each national population shares a unique culture.
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Figure 5 – Universiti Utara Malaysia homepage in February 2006

Figure 6 – Ichthus Hogeschool homepage in 2006
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Figure 7 - Universiti Utara Malaysia homepage in September 2006

Empirical studies of user mental models
A study performed by Michael Bernard and Ashwin Sheshadri (2004)13 with users from four
different geographical areas who shop online revealed that, in general, participants had similar
expectations on the location of the web objects, which are common functionalities in this
category. The study involved 258 participants and was conducted throughout an online survey.
94% of the participants were under the age of 55. The most common age group (26%) was 26 to
30 years. 95% of the participants reported using the Internet for more than 4 years. 33% used the
Web 7 to 14 hours per week. The USA and Canada represent 61% of the participants; Europe
17%, Australia, Hong Kong, New Zealand and South Africa 12% and India 8%. Most of the
participants reported to be either employed as a web designer (34%) or as a usability expert
(21%). Only 16% of the participants were students. The occupation of 29% of the participants is
unknown.

Results
The darker the shade of blue, the greater the percentage of a particular grid point was selected
(Figure 8).

Figure 8 - Scale of shades of blue used in the results
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As seen in Figure 9 the majority of the participants of all regions expected the “Back to
Homepage” link to be located at the top-left of an e-commerce web page.

North America

Europe

India

Commonwealth

Figure 9– Participants’ Expectations “Back to Homepage” link

Remarks
The fact that 55% of the participants are in web design and usability fields, certainly conditioned
their expectations by learning from "Good Practices in Design" and "Principles of Usability" and
they cannot be considered common users. The results of this study suggest that regardless of the
country of origin of the participating members there is a shared system of meanings on the net. I
carried out an identical study in Portugal, in a very short time period, via online survey, as
presented below.

Expectations on the Location of E-commerce Website Objects – Case Study in Portugal
The study was performed through an online survey (www.keysurvey.com ) on February 2006.
The URL for the survey was sent by email to a selected group of students of universities of
Lisbon and Coimbra, Professors and Middle and Upper management, asking them to answer and
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send it to other Internet users, older than 6 years old (thus, opening the possibilities of including
members of their online communities with different age groups and through that reach other
communities or sub-cultures). In just one day 20 answers were received. In two weeks, 89
answers were collected. The objective at this stage was to find (or not find) a pattern similar to
Bernard. M. & Sheshadri, A.’s study (2004).

Procedure
After answering a questionnaire on demographics and experience in using the Internet (period in
terms of years and frequency of use), participants were asked to indicate the fields that better
corresponded to each object in a 7-line by 8-column grid (a browser window).
The objects presented were:
•

“Basket” or “shopping cart”

•

Login area to enter in the private area

•

Search Engine

•

Products

•

Advertisement

•

Help

Participants – Demographics
45% of the respondents belong to the 17-24 years old group and more than 80% of the
respondents were aged between 17-42 years old (Figure 10). 60% were women. The participants
have a high level of education with 50% of them being students of an undergraduate or graduate
course, 25% have a bachelor degree and more than 10% a postgraduate or master degree. Only
40% do have a professional activity (60% are only students), which is diversified (Figure 11).
What is your age group?

Figure 10 – Age of the respondents
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What is your professional activity?
Professional Activity
Information Technologies
10%
Healthy Services
1%

Human Resources
1%

Marketing and Advertising
9%
Engineer
1%
Media
3%

Student
Human Resources
Information Technologies

Teacher
9%

Healthy Services
Marketing and Advertising
Engineer

Financial Services
2%
Other
4%

Media
Teacher
Financial Services
Other

Student
60%

Figure 11 – Professional Activity

Participants – Internet Experience and Online Shopping
The participants in the study are very experienced in using the Internet. More than 75% have
been using the Internet from 6 to 10 years (Figure 12) and 80% access Web sites and/or email
and chat applications several times a day (Figure 13).
74% of the Participants have accessed e-commerce Web sites (Figure 14), 52% bought some
product or service online and 21% used to search for information about products.

18%

>=1 and <3 years

6%
28%

>=3 and <5 years
>=6 and <=10
years
> 10 years

48%

Figure 12 – Years using the Internet
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How often do you visit websites and/or email and instant messaging applications?
8%
12%
Several times a day
Once a day
2 or 3 times a week

80%

Figure 13 - More than 85% use the Internet several times a day

Do you visit websites where you can purchase products or services?
No
26%

Yes
74%

Figure 14 – Access to E-commerce Web Sites

Have you ever made online purchases?
Yes

21%
No

52%
No, but I used to
search
information
about products

27%

Figure 15 – Participants who buy online
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Results
1. The "basket” or “shopping cart”
The study revealed that there is no significant difference for the Portuguese study when
compared with the Bernard. M. & Sheshadri, A.’s study (2004)13. The participants (46 in 89) that
already made online purchases (Figure 16), expect the “shopping cart” to be located at the topright of the web page. For the Participants that never made a purchase (19) but search for
information on products (Figure 17) the top-right and top-left seem to be equally expected.
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Figure 16 – Expectations for the location of the “shopping cart”
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Figure 17 – Expectations of those that search for product information

2. Login area to enter private area
For the Portuguese community the top-left of the web page (Figure 18) is the most appointed
for the location of the Login what is consistent with the Michael Bernard’ study (2002)14.
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Figure 18 – 46 Participants (that made online purchases) expectation for “Login”

However the pattern suggests that the top-right of the web page is also expected for login. The
observation of several categories of Web Sites reveals that the “login” object is usually located in
a visible interface area, but is also dependent on the e-commerce Web site category.

3. Search Engine
The 46 Participants that bought online expected the “Search engine” to be located in the topcenter (Figure 19), but the left and top-right columns of the Web page are also expected
locations. In the Michael Bernard’ study (2002), the search engine is expected to be located at
the top-center to top-left of the screen.
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Figure 19 - 46 Participants (that made online purchases) expectation for “Search Engine”

4. Products and Advertisement
The 46 Participants that bought online expected the “Products” items to be located in the center
area of the Web page and in top-center at first (Figure 20). There is no available data to
compare with other countries, however the findings are consistent with Portuguese and
international e-commerce Web Sites. Those Participants expected banner ads to be located at the
top-center of an e-commerce web page (Figure 21), what is consistent with the Bernard. M. &
Sheshadri, A.’s study (2004)13, but there is a pattern also in the right area and the bottom line of
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the Web page. The two years that separate the studies could make a big difference in terms of
advertisement content. The advertisement is the main financing model of most web sites, even
those outside the e-commerce category. The banner ads have been changing in format, content
and location, as a need to capture the consumer’s attention and a reaction to the users “banner
blindness” (Nielsen, 2003)15. The online ads are almost everywhere nowadays, so the difference
among the studies could easily be explained.
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Figure 20 – Product’ items, in the Portuguese study
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Figure 21 – Advertisement’ content, in the Portuguese study

5. Help
Participants expected the “Help” link to be located in the upper-right corner (Figure 22) of an
e-commerce web page, what is consistent with Michael Bernard’ study (2002) 14.
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Figure 22 – The “Help” link, in the Portuguese Study
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General Findings
This study examined user expectations regarding the location of common e-commerce web
objects for a sample of Portuguese people and compares it with Bernard, Michael and Ashwin
Sheshadri's (2004)13 and Bernard, Michael (2002) 14. If this consistency holds true over time,
then the need to localise user-interfaces for specific regions will be less important, if the users
from those regions are expert in the medium and have a cultural background that enable them to
speak and understand other language/culture. For novice users the recommendation for Web
design is to gather their goals and preferences throughout participative design, accordingly to a
User-Centred Design Methodology

A research strategy for the equation “Cultural Factors and Usability” in Portugal
The following research strategy is proposed:
1.

To conduct interviews with Web designers and individuals in charge of website

development to evaluate if their development process includes user participation. How the users
cultural models are taken into account, is another issue for research. Do they use the Web as a
source of inspiration? - is another important question.
2.

To extend the present study to a representative group of the Portuguese population that is

expert in the Internet, i.e. that has already appropriated the medium and belong to an online
community (Group 1); to apply the same study to novices in terms of Internet use (Group 2).
If there are significant differences between the expectations of Group 1 and 2, another study will
be conducted (through individual interviews) with low-fidelity prototypes. A homogenous group
(in terms of lifestyle and "appropriation" of the Web medium) among novices (Group 2.1) will
be selected. The objective here is to find what cultural factors (outside the culture of online
communities) impacts most their preferences and goals for an e-commerce Website.
Therefore, the goal of this research strategy is to find out:
•

The differences and similarities of expectations among those who have never used the
Internet or purchased online, and those who already have purchased/adapted to its use;

•

The level of acceptance of the location of standard objects on e-commerce websites, in
areas that have already became “standards” for experienced users, by those who never
used/purchased online.
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